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teaching pronunciation going beyond
mechanical exercises
nobuo tsuda
ECC foreign language institute japan

in the last few years more and more ESLEFL professionals have shown interest
n teaching pronunciation both segmental vowels and consonants and supra
egmentalemmentalegmental linking elision reduction etc however the approaches employed tend
3 remain old fashioned and mechanical indeed in many classrooms students merely
densifydentifyjentify and repeat these sounds in isolation they arent given the opportunity to

ctuallyactually practice these features in real or meaningful conversations As a result
tudentstrudents often find pronunciation exercises monotonous and boring they also tend to

forget what they have practiced when it comes to using it in actual conversations

by following traditional mechanical pronunciation practice with exercises based
mn the communicative approach classroom practice can be made more interesting
leaningfulaeaningfulleaningmeaningfulfulfui and useful student centered exercises can be created which allow
tudentstrudents to use target pronunciation items in context for communicative purposes
tuchluchmuchfuch exercises not only provide appropriate real life application practice of the target
egmentalemmentalegmental or suprasegmental but also require students to understand and be understood
y their partners thus increasing their interest in pronunciation examples of such
xercisesexercises include giving opinions responding to pictures choosing answers and
iformationinformation gap activities

giving opinions
when teaching elision ofoftt such as bes restaurant worsdayworkdaywors day mosfamousmos famous

tc you could provide a list of statements for the students to complete as in the
xamplecample shown below

1 morsfworsfworkdayday of the week

2 besplacebestbesl place for a vacation

3 funniestfunniesffunniesfunniefunniesstudentsf student in the class

4 besramenbes ramen

A I1 think monday is the workday of the week

B yeah monday is the worffwor5fworkdayday of the week or

really I1 think wednesday is the worsdaywqrsedayworsworkdayday of the week

the first student completes the statement eg 1I think monday is the worsworsdayworkdayfday

fftheathethe week and hisheraisher partner either agrees eg yeah monday is the worstworsdayofday of
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week or disagrees eg really I1 think wednesday is the worsworsdayworkdayworsi day of the
week then students continue practicing elision of t by using additional cues
provided by the teacher

responding to pictures
photographs or pictures of famous people can be used when teaching weakening

eg personal pronouns such as his is him im etc one might provide
question cues and a picture as follows

1 do you know ilumim

2 whatswhatsfisaishisfis name

3 where does xee live

4 have you ever seen yimim on TV

5 do you know yisjaslaslosgis wifescifes name

6 do you like yimjimlim

Examexampletierietle dialogue

A do you know aimjimalmlim

B yeah I1 knowknowimknoknowiswimwlmyimmim

Aawhatsjisnamewhats mlsmis name

B his names eddie murphy

one student uses the questions to ask about the person pictured and the other
student answers in full sentences after they have finished all the questions they
change roles and ask about a different person

choosing answers
illustrations are also useful when teaching minimal pairs such as i and 1I

provide questions that contain the target sounds and answers accompanied by pictures
as in the examples below

1 what do you think of my sheep ship

af4fj i
it s cute ji or atitjtitJT7 it s big
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2 do you like jean gin

fwV
jaj3

no I1 don t like her or Q yeah I1 like it

students work in pairs with one student asking a question with either an i or 1IV

sound eg what do you think of my sheep and the other student answering
appropriately eg its cute having answer cues with pictures adds more meaning
to the exercises and increases student interest

information gap activities
another way to teach minimal pairs for example 1 I and r is to give two

different sets of information to students as follows

shopping list
vegetables

lsiivllwi071 carrots
EI1 broccoli

j lettuceettuceestuce

A do we need any carrotscots
B yeah we need some carrots or no we have enough

one student sees a shopping list with different food items which contain 1VI and
r sounds eg carrots oranges apples milk etc the other student sees a picture

of a refrigerator with some food items such as lettuce milk apples etc inside the
student with the shopping list asks a question like do we need any carrots the
other student looks at the refrigerator and answers according to what heshebeshe sees the
student with the shopping list checks off the items needed this type of exercise
works with virtually any segmental

these example exercises have been designed for introductory level students in

japan they could of course be adapted to your own students levels and needs
through my experience I1 have found that student centered communicative exercises
offer a very effective way to teach pronunciation
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